As a real scenes sensing approach, depth information obtains the widespread applications. However, resulting from the restriction of depth sensing technology, the depth map captured in practice usually suffers terrible noise and missing values at plenty of pixels. In this paper, we propose a fast low-rank matrix completion via dual-graph regularization for depth restoration. Specifically, the depth restoration can be transformed into a low-rank matrix completion problem. In order to complete the low-rank matrix and restore it to the depth map, the proposed dual-graph method containing the local and non-local graph regularizations exploits the local similarity of depth maps and the gradient consistency of depth-color counterparts respectively. In addition, the proposed approach achieves the high speed depth restoration due to closed-form solution. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods with respect to both objective and subjective quality evaluations, especially for serious depth degeneration.
INTRODUCTION
Depth maps play a rudimentary role in many computer vision and computation photography applications, such as robot vision, augmented reality, and 3D reconstruction ect. Contemporarily, affordable RGB-D cameras are popular and have enabled all kinds of applications, such as Time of Flight (ToF) camera [1] and Microsoft Kinect [2] . However, depth maps captured by the equipment may suffer various quality degradations with terrible noise and missing values at plenty of pixels, resulting from the restrictions of current depth sensing technologies. For instance, the viewpoint differences of multiple sensors in the depth camera results in depth-missing around object boundaries. Moreover, the depth cameras of structured-light provide incorrect depth frequently due to dark surfaces light absorption [3] .
To facilitate the use of depth information, tremendous efforts have been spent on the depth restoration, which exploits additional information for the ill-posed problem. In the literature, many works follow multi-depth fusion way to transform multiple displaced degraded depth maps into a complete, clear and high-quality depth map. For example, Kim et al. [4] combined images from multiple color camera and depth sensors into 3D reconstruction. However, these methods are limited to static scenes rather than the dynamic in many scenarios. Another potential depth restoration method is to fuse captured depth maps and the corresponding color images, in order to exploit the high-quality color image for the depth degeneration offset. For instance, the conventional filter method joint bilateral filter (JBF) modeled the relationship between depth maps and their color image counterparts [5] , however they have intrinsic different characteristics. Distinctly, depth discontinuities with blurring artifacts are produced by color discontinuities [6] . In another direction, researchers attempt to recover depth in an optimizaiton-based approach with designed prior models similar to natural image restoration. For instance, the autoregressive (AR) model has been successfully applied to denoise in other image processing tasks [7] with color information guidance. However, this method is subject to the local smoothness of the depth only, so the large-scale edges are not well preserved. Dong et al. [8] combine AR, the total-variation (TV) and low-rank models jointly into an optimization scheme of depth restoration. However, additional blurred edges of the restored depth result from the conflicting priors model. In additional, abovementioned methods contains high computational complexity. Most of approaches combine depth channels with additional color channels and obtain an iterative solution.
In this paper, we propose a fast low-rank matrix completion via dual-graph regularization for depth restoration. The technical contributions of this work are multi-fold:
• Low-rank Matrix Completion: We utilize the lowrank matrix completion for depth restoration motivated by the low-rank subspace constraint [3] and fast robust PCA on graphs [9] . Consequently, the depth restoration can be transformed into a low-rank signal recovery problem, i.e., the low-rank matrix completion.
• Dual-graph Regularization: The dual-graph consists of local and non-local graph regularizations with mutual complementation: The local graph regularization takes advantage of the local similarity of depth maps; The non-local graph regularization exploits the gradi-ent consistency between depth blocks in the positions where the corresponding color blocks are similar. By combining them jointly, we achieve the best of both worlds and better performance than state-of-the-art color-guided depth restoration methods.
• Higher Speed: Majority of methods address optimization of depth restoration with time-consuming iteration form. In contrast, we can achieve the high speed restoration resulting from the closed-form solution of the proposed objective function.
METHODOLOGY

Outline of the Proposed Method
The outline of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly, we pre-inpaint the depth map and obtain the corresponding low-rank matrix via block-matching; Next, we utilize the low-rank matrix to construct the dual-graph as the objective function regular term and optimize objective function to get the completed low-rank matrix; Finally, we restore the completed low-rank matrix to the corresponding depth map and achieve depth restoration.
Pre-inpainting and Block-matching
Depth map should be pre-inpainted before block-matching due to depth-missing. We use a variant of NLM for depth pre-inpainting [3] and assign an initial depth value D pre (a) for each depth-missing pixel a,
where Ω a is the neighborhood of pixel a, D(b) is the depth value in the pixel b, and ω a,b stands for the weight consisting of two components,
where G is a mask matrix, a and b represent pixel locations, I
c a and I c b stand for the values of pixel a and b in the color channel c with ch ∈ {R, G, B}. The parameters σ p and σ I control the sensitivity of the weights of distances. As indicated in Eq. (2), we can exploit the local similarity of depth-color pairs.
It has been confirmed that the matrix obtained by blockmatching is low-rank [3] , thus we introduce the blockmatching to the proposed method. Block-matching is a way of locating matching blocks within a searching window in the given image. A metric for matching blocks is based on a cost function Eq.(3),
where p and q are block index, P D (p) is the block p in depth map, and P I c (p) is the block p in color channel c. We set α d = 2, α I = 100 and the block size m × m. We utilize the top k − 1 most similar blocks and stretch each block into a vector. Then we combine vectors into a m 2 × k matrix, which is the degradation low-rank matrix of the depth map to be completed. Specifically, we get three similar blocks from the adjacent area of the color image in Fig. 2-(a) , three blocks in the same locations from the depth map in Fig. 2-(b) and the corresponding detailed images in the first two rows in Fig. 2-(c) . From left to right, the larger the depth value, the darker the depth block. We perform histogram equalization on the three depth blocks and display the results in the third row of Fig. 2-(c) , which proves the gradient consistency of the three depth blocks at the corresponding positions of the three similar color blocks.
Dual-graph Regularization
Depth restoration is an ill-posed inverse problem, which needs to design an additional prior to make inverse problem tractable. The proposed dual-graph regularization consists of local and non-local graph regularizations.
Local Graph Regularization
As indicated by [10] , most of pixels have gradient magnitude 0 and a non-negligible part magnitude 1. Consequently, we design the low-gradient prior by local similarity of the blocks to restore the depth.
We transform each row of the low-rank matrix got from block-matching to a vertex in the row graph, and constitute a full-connection graph G r with those vertices. The weight of the edge connecting the vertices i and j in G r is:
where D r (i) is the i-th row of the low-rank matrix for the depth map, I c r (i) is the i-th row of the low-rank matrix for the c channel of color image. The local graph regularization can thus be expressed as:
where
, where W r is a adjacent weight matrix, D r is degree matrix where D ii = j W ij and X is the low-rank matrix.
Specifically, the form of the weighted total variation (WTV) [12] is E T V = i,j |∇x i,j • W |, where ∇x i,j is the gradient of the image x in pixel (i, j), • stands for element-wise multiplication, W is the anistropic weight where W = exp (− c (∇I c ) α /θ) and ∇I c is the gradient of channel c. Obviously, E.q. (5) is the relaxtion of WTV. Consequently, we demonstrate the denoising effectiveness of the local graph regularization theoretically.
Non-local Graph Regularization
Since the gradient consistency of depth blocks is guaranteed in the positions where color blocks are similar, we utilize the block gradient consistency regularization to eliminate the deviation of pre-inpainted depth image.
Specifically, considering the gradient similarity of the depth map, we subtract the column mean from each column of the low-rank matrix and compensate the column mean back after the low-rank matrix completion.
In the process of constructing a non-local graph, we consider each column of the low-rank matrix after mean subtraction as a vertex in the column graph and construct a fullconnection graph G c . The weight of the edge connecting vertex i and j in G c is:
where D c (i) is the i-th column of the low-rank matrix. The non-local graph regularization is formulated as:
where L c is a k × k column graph Laplacian matrix with the same expression as L r . Depth maps exist large spatial redundancy, namely, there are many similar blocks with approximative gradient. The non-local graph regularization with block gradient consistency, which utilizes spatial redundancy adequately, can restore the depth map theoretically.
Depth Restoration Optimization
We design a dual graph regulatization scheme combining local graph with non-local graph as the regularization for depth restoration by addressing the following minimization problem:
where X 0 is degeneration low-rank matrix after blockmatching, α r and α c are the weight of local and non-local graph regularizations respectively. The terms in E.q. (8) are all 2nd-order form, thus the analytic solution can be obtained in linear time.
We assume that we have given tr X T L r X and introduce M as a temporary variable. The objective function can be rewritten as:
and the corresponding closed form solution is:
Similarly, considering α r tr N T L r N we rewritten the objective function again:
Therefore, the optimization low-rank matrix can be represented as:
We choose X 0 with small size in order to avoid high time complexity. According to the Fig. 1 , We restore each value of the completed low-rank matrix back to the corresponding pixel location and average all values in each pixel location to obtain the restored depth map. 
RESULTS
In this section, we provide extensive experimental results to demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed depth restoration method. The proposed method is compared with many methods, including 1) joint bilateral filter (JBF) [5] , 2) BM3D, 3) low-rank matrix completion (LMC) [3] , 3) nuclear norm minimization (NNM) [13] , 4) the color-guided autoregressive (AR) [7] , 5) the robust color-guided model (RCG) [6] , 6) joint local structure and non-local low-rank regulatization (LN) [8] , 7) joint adaptive regularization and thresholding on manifolds (JARTM) [14] . To illustrate the effectiveness of the dual-graph regularization, we also compare the results of local and non-local graph regularization separately. The test RGB-D images in our experiments are selected from public RGBZ dataset [15] and artificial degradation of structured-light method are the same as [3] .
Necessary parameters setting as follows: In the precompletion, we set σ p = 10 and σ I = 700; In the blockmatching, we set block size 6 × 6, the searching windows 10 × 10, the search step 3 pixel, the number of similar blocks k = 12; In the dual-graph regularization, we set σ rd = 2, σ rI = 40 and σ cd = 2. Table 1 presents the quantitative results in terms of PSNR, SSIM and time with best results highlighted. Evidently, proposed method achieves the highest SSIM in state-of-the-art cases, and the best PSNR except BM3D. Moreover, the proposed method still possesses fast speed compared with most of approaches. For the sake of fairness, the comparison schemes of JBF, BM3D (filtering method) and RCG (constructed by C++) are not considered in terms of speed. Fig. 3 shows the visual comparison of tableA in dataset. To clearly show the details, two detailed patches are displayed at the bottom of the corresponding images. It can be observed that JBF has artifact around edges. The BM3D produces the worst over-smoothed results, although it gets the best PSNR. The images of LMC, NNM and JARTM are still occupied by noise. The AR suffer jagged artifact around the edges. The RCG exhibits over-sharpen edges. The LN produces over-smoothed and noisy results. In addition, the local graph method works well in areas with small gradient changes, while the noise is obvious in areas with great gradient changes. In contrast, the non-local method exhibits a good restoration effect, but the wrong features appear in the flat area. Among the eleven compared methods, the proposed method achieves the best visual results with sharper and clearer edges, lower noise and more details than other methods. Therefore, we experimentally demonstrate the benefit mainly from the proposed low-rank matrix completion via dual-graph regularization, which combines local with non-local graph to promote mutual complementation.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a fast color-guided depth restoration method based on the dual-graph regularization of the low-rank matrix completion. Initially, we pre-inpaint depthmissing pixels by NLM and obtain the low-rank matrix by block-matching with the corresponding color-guided images; Then, we construct the dual-graph regularization based on the low-rank matrix and complete the low-rank matrix by a fast optimization scheme. Finally, we restore the completed lowrank matrix back to the corresponding position in the depth map and average the values in the pixel to obtain the restored depth map. Experimental results exhibit the proposed method achieves better objective and subjective quality compared to state-of-the-art methods.
